EKV Trip

Lithuania
Date: 03rd – 08th October 2017
Day 1: Tue., 03.10.: Arrival
Arrival at Vilnius Airport (VNO) in the
afternoon. Check-in at the hotel in
Vilnius and a dinner altogether.
Day 2: Wed., 04.10.: Vilnius, Kernavė
& Kryziu Kalnas
Breakfast in the accommodation. First
city tour through the modern capital
Vilnius. Than we will do an excursion
to UNESCO world heritage Kernavė,
the oldest known capital of Lithuania
and the place of the Christianization of
the country. Then we will continue to
Kryžių kalnas, the most famous and
unique Catholic place of pilgrimage in
the region. Continue to the seaside of
Klaipėda and hotel check-in.

Day 5: Sat., 07.10.: Commercium &
EKV-KVV
EKV cartel-assembly in the morning at
the University of Kaunas (for the
delegates of the associations).
In the afternoon and evening we join
the program of the 20th anniversary of
the Korp! TauTiTo Kaunas.
Day 3: Thu., 05.10.: Kuršių nerija
Full-day tour of the National Park of
the Curonian Spit, which is also
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Evening
in Klaipėda.
Day 4: Fri., Oct. 6: Kaunas
Departure to Kaunas. There we checkin at the hotel and than do a guided
tour through the second largest city of
Lithuania.

Day 6: Sun., 08.10.: Departure
Transfer from the hotel in Kaunas to
the airport to Vilnius (VNO) and return
flights in the afternoon.

Included services:
ü
ü
ü

5 nights in 3*-Hotels (shared rooms) and breakfast
Professional guided tour by bus
Guided city tours through Vilnius and Kaunas

ü
ü

Guided tour at the world heritage Kernavė, at the
National Park Curnish Spit, as well as at Kryziu Kalnas
Taxes and tourism fees

Not included: flights, drinks, all meals but breakfast, personal expenses (e.g., souvenirs). We would like to point out, that the sights at the sightseeing
tours and in the National Park will be reached on foot and therefore we will walk a lot (good shoes!). Changes to this program are reserved by us. Free
cancellation is possible by written notification until the deadline. Valid passport required! Each participant is personally responsible for the fact that the
name has been stated correctly according to the passport at the time of booking. Each participant, especially holders of diplomatic and service
passports, is responsible for providing the required entry formalities to Lithuania!

Travel fee:

€ 160,obligatory registration:

http://www.ekv.info/lithuania/
Deadline: Sun., 27th August 2017

optional flight offers (round trips)
form Vienna, Berlin,
Frankfurt or Munich:

+ € 200,-

from Zurich or
Brussels:

+ € 250,-

direct flight from
Vienna or Frankfurt:

+ € 300,-

